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International:

Worse before it gets better

The economic recovery that followed the 2008-2009 banking crisis
could never be called spectacular. That's not surprising, considering
that we never actually exited the financial crisis. The problem simply
shifted from consumers' assets to the banks balance sheets and
ultimately landed on governments’ laps, which in Europe are
currently attempting to transfer it to a supranational level.

The escalation of the debt crisis in the eurozone has
increasingly started to weigh on consumer and business
sentiment. A double-dip recession in the eurozone is
now highly likely. We predict that although the United
States will technically avoid a double-dip recession,
economic growth will nevertheless be sluggish over the
course of next year. Emerging markets, such as China,
will maintain their relative strong position but will not
completely decouple. Although their size has made
them an important actor in the global economy, they
are still largely dependent on the US and the eurozone
for the final demand of their goods and services.

Globally, all eyes are still on the eurozone crisis. The
average public debt/GDP ratio in the eurozone is far
from hopeless but there are serious problems in the
system as a whole (see box 1). The crisis has engulfed the
system because there is no complete political and fiscal1
union to support the monetary union and several
member states have failed to keep to their budgetary
agreements. In our opinion, the crisis can only be solved
by a broad plan covering issues such as a credible writedown of Greek debt, isolation of the consequences of
this for the financial sector and the definite acceptance
of a path towards greater political unity.
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Box 1: Why the debt crisis is concentrated in the Eurozone
Developed economies are facing a major public debt problem.

In the area of debts, the United Kingdom is close on the heels

The average gross government debt-to-GDP ratio in the OECD

of the US but has neither access to domestic nor to external

broke above 100% this year (Figure 1). Not only is that an

savings. The country has therefore taken austerity measures to

unprecedented level in peacetime, it also clearly shows that the

reduce the public debt burden.

Figure 1: OECD sovereign debt on the rise

debt problem goes further than just the eurozone. Figure 2

% of GDP

shows the eurozone debt figures in comparison with those of

To be sure, the Eurozone’s fiscal variables are favourable in

the United States, the United Kingdom and Japan. The more a

comparison to Japan, the US and the UK. Moreover, the

country's position is on the top-right position in the graph, the

Eurozone’s external position is fairly balanced. So why is the

worse is its fiscal position.

market so negative about the Eurozone? In a nutshell: this is
because the Eurozone is a monetary union but budgetary

Japan stands out with both a high budget deficit and a gigantic

policies in each of the seventeen members varies and each

gross debt-to-GDP ratio. But Japan has access to domestic

member has to fund its own debt. Put simply, the Eurozone is

savings: 96% of the debt is financed domestically. Clearly

like a chain with seventeen links; one weak link could currently

Japan’s debt situation risks spiralling out of control at some

break the entire chain. Compare this with the US, where no one

point down the line, but with the Eurozone’s house on fire, no

is concerned about the weak economy of, say, the state of

one’s focused on that. Ironically, during the peak of the finan-
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cial crisis, risk-averse investors temporarily sought refuge in
Japanese government bonds and continue to do so today.

The lack of fiscal union is putting the Eurozone on the financial

Source: OECD

markets’ radar screens. If policymakers in the Eurozone are
The United States posts a similarly high deficit as Japan and

capable of finding a satisfactory solution to this systemic

the country has a fairly high debt-to-GDP ratio. Moreover, the

problem and move closer to a political and fiscal union, the

US as a whole has a national savings deficit. However, the

market will switch its negative focus on the countries with the

country has access to external savings, as the Middle East and

weakest fiscal position.

Figure 2: Strong relative position eurozone
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currencies against the US dollar and thereby build up dollar
reserves, they are unlikely to move away en masse from US
treasury bonds.
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Figure 3: ‘Europe’ determines Spanish yields
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Figure 4: Northern banks vulnerable to 
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Measures of this kind, especially the last one, are
currently deemed unacceptable by the European
leaders. However, we believe that a series of crisis situations will ultimately make them inevitable. Muddling
through is no longer an option; the situation in the
interbank market and the markets for Italian, Spanish
and even French government bonds is starting to
become untenable. European leaders should metaphorically stand at the edge of the abyss and stare into
its depths to see just how bad the alternative would
actually be: the breakup of the eurozone. Then they
might switch their thoughts from winning future
elections to how they will go down in the history books.
This is why we say: it's not a matter of whether it will get
worse. It has to get worse before it can get better.
Eurozone crisis: a systemic rather than a fundamental
crisis
As we mentioned in the introduction, the global financial crisis that started in 2007 has never gone away.
However, the Eurozone's weak point – the status of a
single, common monetary authority in combination
with different budgetary policies – was for most
countries only exposed when the private debt problem
shifted to governments. Figure 3 illustrates the systemic
nature of the crisis. Fluctuations in Spanish government
bond yields at the start of 2011 were not determined by
developments in Spain but by those regarding the
Greek bailout and the EFSF. We certainly recognise the
need for reforms at the national level but because of the
systemic nature of the crisis, reforms of this kind are
certainly not sufficient in terms of addressing this crisis.
In other words, the crisis will continue until the
weakness of the system is tackled through either the

creation of an actual fiscal union – with a role for
eurobonds in one form or another, see box 3 – or
through the departure of one or several countries from
the monetary union.
Peripheral crisis: A core banking crisis in disguise
Staying with the big picture for a moment, we see that
the imbalances which ultimately led to the free falling
global economy were largely the result of a transfer of
savings between countries (especially from China to the
US). This was perfectly mirrored within the Eurozone,
where the core countries were the net savers and
exported their excess capital to the peripheral countries.
Financial liberalisation played a major role in this. The
resulting low interest rates enabled peripheral countries
to take on much more debt and enabled banks to go on
a lending spree. The fact that extending credit to
southern European countries involved the same risk
weighting as extending credit to northern European
countries gave the process an extra impulse.
This obviously increased the exposure of financial institutions in the core countries to the periphery. Figure 4
shows this on the basis of the size of the amounts owed
to banks in the core countries by the wider periphery as
a share of their total balance sheet; a striking cause for
concern is that 7.6% of French banking assets are
accounted for by peripheral debt – a level of exposure
which at the very least is harmful to France's status as
one of the most stable core countries. The key point
here is that there is no easy way of avoiding these liabilities – if you do not bail out Greece, you will have to bail
out your banks. Moreover, it's a cause for concern that
we have no idea where the ultimate risk will lie if one or
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Figure 5: Where are the risks ultimately?
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Figure 6: The eurzone’s negative feedback loop
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explicitly as well as implicitly. The explicit transfers incorporate the EUR 245 bn of bilateral loans and pledged
EFSF support to the periphery. Certainly, as regards
bilateral support, there is a significant likelihood that
much of these transfers may ultimately not be repaid.
Indeed, it seems hard to countenance Greece being
Add to this the enormous economic cost that core
countries would suffer following a peripheral departure, placed upon a sustainable debt footing as long as only
private sector holdings of Greek obligations are written
and, perhaps more important, the colossal loss of political capital associated with the euro's failure. Under such down (i.e. unless the haircut is increased markedly from
circumstances, we believe a fiscal union is still the most the 50% currently mooted).
likely scenario, with all the present members remaining
in the eurozone. However, at the same time, the risk of a On the implicit side, we see the ECB buying up peripheral government bonds in the secondary market. At the
departure occurring still exists and is no longer neglitime of writing, the ECB had accumulated EUR 207 bn
gible. In our opinion, at the moment this risk would
most likely be in the form of a peripheral country trying worth of peripheral bonds. The associated risk is primarily borne by tax payers in the core countries. Ultimately,
its luck outside the monetary union, rather than the
we expect these risk transfers to reach a critical point,
core countries forcing a member out. However, the
and only then will we see the core countries' long-term
longer the crisis lasts, the greater the curtailment of
interest rates rising (i.e. a steepening of the core yield
prospects for growth in the eurozone will be. This will
curve). The market will therefore put in the implicit risks
start to shift the political risks towards the core
of transferring payment obligations from peripheral
countries (voters in core countries balking at additional
countries to the core countries.
bailout efforts should they tip into recession).
more peripheral countries leave the eurozone in the
wake of a messy default. Put simply, we don't know
which bank A lent money to bank B, which then lent
money to peripheral bank C.

Softer
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Source: Rabobank

A creeping fiscal union will push up long-term interest
rates in core countries
Regardless of the chosen solution, we could obviously
argue that getting rid of the crisis atmosphere would
lead to upward pressure on interest rates in the core
countries, as investors would then dare to leave these
safe havens. More fundamentally, we could say that we
are already some way down the road towards a fiscal
union albeit one that is being fashioned stealthily rather
than officially. After all, the core countries have accumulated a considerable amount of peripheral debt risk,

From a trading perspective, however, this clear view is
obscured by the fact that the progress toward de facto
union seen thus far has been characterised by a series of
repeating J-curves in interest rate movements2. This
means that things initially get worse before they get
better. Along with this, increasing pressure in the
system will be accompanied by declining interest rates
in the core countries as a result of safe-haven effects,
which will only be reversed again when part of the
peripheral commitments are taken over by the core
countries. This outlook is a direct result of the tension
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Box 2: Euro Summit 8-9 December: more small steps forward
The latest Euro Summit of 8-9 December took place while we

EFSF’s leverage, whereby EFSF will assume initial losses on

Compared to what we consider to be necessary to solve this

were finalizing our Outlook. The topics of discussion and the

newly issued eurozone government bonds, as well as the

crisis, we conclude, again, that steps have been taken in the

realized (small) steps forward, closely connect with two of the

option to intervene in secondary markets for eurozone

right direction, but these will not be sufficient to call a definite

three elements that we collectively deem capable of resolving

government bonds. The ECB has volunteered to act as an

halt to the negative spiral. Moreover, many details and

this crisis; (i) a tighter European fiscal balance framework,

agent for the EFSF. Our interpretation is that the ECB will

completion of the agreements are currently lacking. On a more

ultimately moving on towards fiscal union and (ii) further

both execute the interventions in name of the facility and

positive note, we perceive a gradual movement towards a fiscal

strengthening of the firewall around the weakest links to

provide it with bridge financing, as the EFSF itself lack the

union, although there are still question marks regarding the

prevent financial contagion. The challenge of how to put

cash reserves to act immediately.

enforcement of the European part of the budgetary rules. A

Greece on a credible long-term debt trajectory was the one

4. The operationalization of the ESM (European Stability

shift of budgetary sovereignty from the member states to a

element remaining unaddressed at this Summit. Below we

Mechanism) will be accelerated and this permanent

central, independent institution is still lacking and the fact that

present the most important results and a short analysis.

successor of the temporary EFSF will now come into force

Great Britain dissociated itself from the agreements clearly is a

mid 2012 instead of mid 2013. The crucial difference

complicating factor. Furthermore, the size of the rescue

between both rescue mechanisms is the capital structure.

package, in our view, is still insufficient to guarantee the

essence of the European fiscal balance rules into national

The EFSF is based on government guarantees, while the

refinancing of Spanish and Italian government bonds in the

law at the constitutional or comparable level. Specifically,

ESM is based on paid-in-cash by the governments. The

coming years. In this domain, the achievements are clearly

this entails a maximum structural (cleansed for cyclical

member states agreed on two important adjustments to the

disappointing. The injections to the IMF are a plus, but the

effects) budget deficit of 0.5%-GDP and an automatic

existing ESM Treaty: 1) to allow it to act quickly in

statement is particularly vague on exactly how these injections

adjustment mechanism in case of an excess.

emergency situations, it is suggested to change the voting

will be implemented. As a final remark, similar to the previous

1. The eurozone countries have agreed to entrench the

procedure in these situations to a qualified majority (85%)

summits, there remain significant implementation risks

made stricter by the installation of automatic sanctions in

instead of unanimity and 2) in the future the ESM will strictly

regarding the current agreements. The improved procedure of

case of breaching the (already existing) 3%-GDP boundary

adhere to IMF principles regarding the involvement of the

emergency voting for the ESM is dependent on approval by the

for actual budget deficits. These sanctions can then only be

private sector in a debt restructuring. The second point is

Finnish parliament and it is by no means certain it will approve.

reversed by a qualified majority. The intention has been

remarkable, as this shows an implicit realization by the

It should be noted that the current achievements of the

documented that future work towards further fiscal

European leaders that the requirement of voluntary private

summit might be sufficient for the ECB to speed up its

integration and common economic policy is envisaged,

sector participation in the Greek debt restructuring has

Securities and Markets Program for eurozone government

although specific proposals concerning for instance

been a policy error. That said, given the chosen policy path

bonds if the market situation so requires. However, the very fact

harmonizing corporate tax rates could not be agreed upon

we still believe a further credible restructuring of the Greek

that we expect this to be required before too long is a clear

at this Summit.

debt is an important element in the final solution to this

sign of weakness, as it indicates that Europe did not succeed to

crisis.

end the negative feedback loop in the markets. Therefore, it is

2. The excessive deficit procedure (Article 126 of the Treaty) is

3. The 26-27 October Euro Summit agreement concerning the
EFSF (European Financial Stability Facility) will now be
implemented shortly. This pertains among other things to

5. EU member states indicated they will consider the provision

most likely that this was not the last Euro-crisis summit.

of bilateral injections into the IMF of up to EUR200 billion.
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Figure 7: Worse before it gets better
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Figure 8:  Guarantees will be included in 
required yields
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between the financial-economic reality and political
considerations. This, in turn, is manifest in the fact that it
is only when market tensions ratchet up to a point
where the system itself is under threat that core policy
makers are sufficiently emboldened so as to overlook
their own political interests and act on a supranational
level by taking us one step closer to fiscal unity. Every
time such a step towards fiscal unity was taken, it translated into a favourable mood in the market, which
quickly resulted in the next J-curve. Thus, it is not a
question of whether the crisis will get worse before it
gets better but rather that it must get worse if policymakers in the core countries are to be strong armed
into acting on a supranational rather than a national
level. As we detail below, multiple solutions are needed
to draw a line under the crisis and, consequently,
multiple crisis points will be required to force the implementation of those solutions. However, at the time of
writing, the Italian market is under enormous stress (and
is too-big-to-bail, given the level of European support
available), which indicates that the scope for additional
piecemeal solutions is extremely limited if it exists at all.
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The crisis requires more than one solution
Figure 6 depicts the negative sovereign-bank feedback
loop that lies behind the on-going intensification of the
debt crisis. The figure shows that the peripheral debt
problems create a chain reaction and have a direct
impact on concerns about the health of the banking
sector (as the peripheral debt crisis is actually a
disguised banking crisis in the core countries). In turn,
this feeds through into lower lending volumes, weaker
share prices and declining confidence on the part of
consumers and businesses. The resulting lower growth

forecast emphatically focuses attention on the fact that
austerity measures in the periphery adversely affect tax
revenues in those countries (reduced public sector
expenditure is more than neutralised by lower
revenues). This leads to further stress about the fiscal
situation. We will need more than just one solution to
break through this vicious circle: 1) Placing Greek debt
on a sustainable footing (we think something in the
order of a 50% across-the-board haircut, meaning both
private and public); 2) A credible European bank recapitalisation plan (we believe the plan that was announced
on the 27th October is insufficient to allay market fears);
and 3) As argued above, the establishment of some
form of de facto fiscal union. Crucially, without the
latter, the periphery will remain under pressure thereby
further eroding bank balance sheets and raising the
prospect of additional recapitalisations proving necessary going forward.
Forecasting yields and the ‘J-curve effect’
Figures 7 and 8 show our bond and swap yield forecasts
based upon the above views. It is immediately clear that
we have incorporated the aforementioned ‘J-curve
effect’ in our short-term forecast of a further flattening
of the German yield curve amid falling long-term
interest rates in the immediate term.
Crucially, with Spain and Italy clearly now succumbing
to contagion, the scope for additional “J-curves” is sorely
limited. Given this, we have somewhat heroically
chosen Q1 2012 as our tipping point beyond which
core curves bear steepen on the assumption of peripheral debt risk. Crucially, we are increasingly of the mid
this tipping point may be affected by the ECB aggres-
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Box 3: The sense (or nonsense) of eurobonds
A variety of proposals have been submitted in recent years for

event of failure, taxpayers in strong countries will not have

becomes self-financing over time, similar to an insurance

the use of eurobonds (see Eijffinger [2011] for a full list).

to bear the burden each time financial aid is requested.

company. An added benefit of this system for the stronger
countries is that it will be mainly the weaker member states

Eurobonds are instruments that the eurozone member states
can use collectively to finance their government deficits.

Nevertheless, the majority of proposals do not meet these

that will pay the premiums over time. The surcharge to be paid

However, the problem with virtually all these proposals is that

requirements (Boonstra, 2011). Also the “green paper”

is based on fundamental developments, which can be

they do not start with the question that should be asked

published by the European Commission on the 23rd of

controlled by pursuing more effective policies. The EMU as a

upfront: what criteria must a eurobond satisfy in order to be

November 2011 was incomplete in this respect. Any solution to

whole will be able to finance itself inexpensively due to the

successful? These criteria are listed below.

the European debt woes – including the use of eurobonds –

considerable liquidity in the eurobond market. Even for

should start with a stronger (and better complied with) Stability

countries such as Germany and the Netherlands, the funding

and Growth Pact (SGP), coupled with effective, automatic

costs may be lower than these countries would be able to

Eurobonds must contribute to improving budgetary disci-

sanctions for countries that violate the rules. Central financing

achieve on their own. Despite these benefits, the use of

pline – if this is not the case, they will fail to attract

of the government deficits in the EMU by means of a mutual

eurobonds is not an effective instrument in times of crisis;

widespread support.

guarantee can help protect countries from sudden changes in

rather, it represents a fundamental intensification of political

market sentiment. However, this also sidesteps a budgetary

integration in Europe, and only countries that are essentially

if eurobonds are to be accepted by all member states, they

discipline that must be restored, regardless of how poorly it

solvent are eligible to participate. Consequently, eurobonds will

must provide tangible benefits for all countries.

may have functioned in the past. This can be achieved by

not provide a solution to the Greek crisis.

1) Increasing budgetary discipline

2) Benefits for strong and weak countries

3) Stability

requiring that participating countries, if they fail to satisfy the

The use of eurobonds should protect countries from the

criteria of the SGP, pay a surcharge on top of the fund’s

ups and downs of the financial markets. However, where

financing costs.
Literature

market discipline is lacking (or failing), alternative disciplinary tools must be implemented.
4) Self-financing

This surcharge must increase automatically the further
countries depart from the standards outlined in the SGP. The

Ideally, a Eurobond system should finance itself as though it

proceeds from this interest surcharge will be allocated to the

were an insurance mechanism – this means that, in the

fund’s financial reserves. This ensures that the arrangement

sively ramping up its SMP purchases and with potentially unlimited intervention by no means unthinkable.
With regard to swap spreads (swap interest rates vis-àvis German government bond yields, figure 7), we anticipate further widening near term but with our “tipping
point” subsequently narrowing spreads on the back of a
resultant decline in counterparty risk. The presence of
the counterparty risk is more pointed with swaps than
German government bonds. Moreover, German bunds

• Boonstra, W.W. (2011 (1)), Can Eurobonds solve EMU’s problems?,
Special Rabobank Nederland, August 2011;
• Eijffinger, S.C.W. (2011), Eurobonds – Concepts and Implications,
BriefingNote to the European Parliament, March 2011.

have acted as a safe-haven, thereby depressing its yield,
whereas swaps – by definition – do not involve an
exchange of capital. In contrast, and again somewhat
heroically, we enshrine a widening of long dated (30y)
swap spreads on the premise a “post-crisis” firming of
equities prompts a reduction in reduced hedging
demand at the long end. Possibly, if not likely delay to
the Dutch pension reforms sees some risk this view may
prove somewhat overly aggressive.
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Figure 9: Credit risk spread financials widens 
again
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Figure 10: issuance by financials (on a net-basis) 
has fallen further in 2011
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Credit markets: a polarised situation
It is seldom that the outlook for corporates is polarised
quite as dramatically as it is now. Even if a ‘final’ solution
to Eurozone debt problems is forced through by markets
over the course of 2012, it will be some months before
the measures are formalised and confidence is restored.
Assuming that the recovery is tackled properly, not only
government bonds but corporate bonds will also
perform well, especially those in the banking sector.
However, the prospects are reasonably binary. After all, if
the solution takes too long to come, the economic
consequences will place an increasingly heavy burden on
businesses. The euro summit at the end of October
resulted in European banks being ordered to increase
their capital ratios further than had already been agreed
under Basel III, after accounting for sovereign provisions
and/or write-offs on exposures to peripheral governments. Most banks will hope to avoid issuing expensive
shares to boost their capital. So they are likely to
retaining as much of their earnings as possible or raise
capital ratios by selling risk-weighted assets. The alternative is forced recapitalisation, which most of them would
find unfavourable for their valuations. However, a curtailment in lending activity could exacerbate loan quality
further, leading to higher provisioning.
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A strange dichotomy has prevailed in European credit
markets between financial institutions and non-financial
corporates. We saw this previously, in 2008, but it
recently emerged after pressure on euro countries
escalated (figure 9). Bank credit spreads have become
highly volatile (in keeping with their share prices); a
number of French and Italian banks lost a considerable
part of their equity market value this year.

Investors have been wary of swings in secondary market
valuations, but have been tempted into primary
markets, especially when a substantial, new issue
premium was offered. Consequently, turnover has been
low and funding – for banks in particular – has fallen
short of expectations. Only a few banks have felt confident enough to tap senior bond markets. Conversely,
others were steered into covered bond issuance. On a
net-basis, issuance by financials has fallen further in
2011 (figure 10). In secondary markets though, a preference for solid, non-peripheral corporates has become
apparent. Some investors have been allowing their
maturing financial exposures to run off and then
re-investing in (non-financial) corporate positions. In the
secondary market, the general preference appears to be
for corporates based in stable countries, such as
Germany and the Netherlands (TenneT and KPN, for
example), rather than French, Italian and Spanish
businesses. However, it should be pointed out that a
few peripheral corporates have tested the new issuance
market, with some success when the new issue
premium on offer was sufficiently attractive.
When uncertainty lifts…
The dichotomy between financial and non-financial
institutions will continue for as long as the eurozone
crisis continues. Bank credit spreads are much wider
than corporates carrying similar credit ratings. The
reverse pattern, which is in fact the more general
pattern, is unlikely to come about soon but bank
spreads are expected to improve once investors are
convinced that banks have been strengthened by new
regulations and that the eurozone crisis is starting to
subside. Non-financial corporates have benefited from
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Box 4: The burden, the cost and the uncertainty of regulation
Since the financial crisis unfolded, regulation of a more expen-

question is, where does it stop? Our opinion continues to be

attracting more capital is to scale down lending operations

sive, more intrusive and more radical nature has been hanging

that we should not implement more regulations than the

and reduce the debt portfolio. However, this would harm the

over the European banking system like the sword of Damocles.

economy can bear. After all, the intention of all these changes

economy too.

The most famous of the regulatory measures is Basel III, which

is to make the financial system more stable and self-sufficient. It

will enter into force from 2013 and will be enacted in law in

would be disastrous if economic growth or recovery suffers due

The sheer volume of new rules to adhere to or monitor for is

Europe via the Capital Requirements Directive IV. But that is

to the new regulatory burden.

enormous. It is a burden for all banks, but it will be disproportionately felt by smaller banks Moreover, the socio-political

not all.
Additions have also been made to Basel II (Basel 2.5) which

There are disadvantages to revising the regulatory framework:

tendency to support banks has decreased sharply. Logically,

enter into force at the start of 2012; new rules from the

greater implementation costs, greater uncertainty and a

this increases the likelihood of individual banks actually

European Banking Authority (the supervisory authority for

heavier burden of regulations for the sector. Besides the

collapsing. Regulators argue that the new rules are not meant

European banks) which were announced on 27 October to

burden on the banks themselves, for which there is very little

to prevent banks failing, but are designed to limit the costs of

raise a sovereign capital buffer; ongoing discussions by the

sympathy anyway in the present situation, the negative impact

bank failures to the system and tax payers. This is fine, but

Basel Committee and the G20’s Financial Stability Board (FSB)

goes further, to investors as well as the real economy. It is

nevertheless the cost of this, we would argue, is greater uncer-

about the scenarios for dismantling banks and for (conditional)

unavoidable that bank customers will ultimately have to bear

tainty, which in itself can precipitate systemic instability.

convertible bonds ; MiFiD II and EMIR rules on trading and

the higher costs that the new regulations involve.

clearing of derivatives; the ‘Volcker rule’ which, amongst other

For example, raising equity capital levels increases a bank’s

It is worth pointing out that whilst uncertainties remain about

things, prohibits system banks from engaging in proprietary

costs, while the return on equity decreases, owing to share

the economic backdrop, as the sovereign debt crisis continues

trading; as well as supplemental rules that national or European

dilution and reduced leverage. At the same time, banks

and the threat of recession looms, there is a chance that regula-

regulators may call for, such as the transaction tax, extra and

become less attractive investments because of the threat of a

tory reforms could be delayed or watered down. This has

contingent capital for system-relevant institutions in Switzer-

downward revision of credit ratings. This is the result of new

already happened to new regulation of the insurance industry

land (the ‘Swiss Finish’), and ring-fencing retail banking opera-

rules, an even more critical assessment of credit worthiness,

(Solvency II) which was pushed back at least a year, from its

tions in the UK (the Vickers report), to name a few.

new assumptions concerning potential support of system-

target inception in January 2013. We anticipate a similar push-

relevant institutions and because credit rating agencies are

back against overly burdensome regulation if it becomes clear

themselves subject to new regulations. The alternative for

that the regulations are choking the economy.

Regulatory change is a constantly evolving process. The

the flight to quality, a phenomenon which could easily
wane once profit margins begin to narrow and
business-specific risks reassert themselves.
In recent months, the syndicated loan market has
provided an important supplement to available funding
in corporate credit markets. Despite the fact that some
European banks are under significant pressure to raise
new funds, we think that solid, investment grade corpo-

rates will continue to have access to large scale loans,
albeit at more expensive rates. This is important because
this will be needed to fuel the investment and acquisition phase of the business cycle, assuming that the
eurozone débâcle is resolved. We expect businessspecific risks to rise in 2012 just as profit margins reach
their peak. Fortunately, the process of balance-sheet
repair in most sectors is complete and cash balances are
growing.
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Figure 11: Fed’s QE could pressure dollar
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Currency markets: the euro's resilience
In the turmoil of the financial markets in recent years,
the euro proved to be more resilient than many had
expected. Following Greece’s acknowledgement in late
2009 that there were problems with its budgetary
figures, the sovereign debt crisis spread its tentacles
ever further towards the heart of EMU. Bond yields have
aptly described the pressures on various parts of the
Eurozone, yet the trajectory of EUR/USD has often
showed the euro as being remarkably resilient to the
debt crisis. At times the euro has found support from
optimism about the ability of Eurozone politicians to
find a "comprehensive solution". However, since
mid-2010 the weak position of the US dollar has
provided a more plausible explanation for the apparent
resilience of the euro versus the dollar.

Source: Reuters EcoWin

Figure 12: Yen strength largely due to dollar 
weakness
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The initial stage of the Greek crisis, in the first half of
2010, had a clear negative effect on confidence in the
euro. The US dollar benefited from the uncertainty in
this period. However, between June 2010 and May
2011, the US dollar index4 lost 18% of its value. The
US dollar fought its way back in September, when the
crisis in the eurozone intensified and demand for
liquidity increased, but weak US economic fundamentals have continued to limit downside potential on the
euro/dollar exchange rate.
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In the year to the start of September 2011 the dollar was
the weakest performing G-10 currency. The dollar was
plagued throughout the year by a disappointingly slow
US growth rate and an extremely accommodative
monetary policy. These factors were put aside in
September as the intensification of the Eurozone crisis

forced investors to seek out liquidity and worry about
capital preservation first. However, weak US dollar
fundamentals still persist. Although the US may escape
recession from the technical point of view, the ubiquitous high unemployment rate suggests that quantitative easing will again be explored by the Federal
Reserve in the new year. As the ECB is once again implementing easing measures, interest rates in the Eurozone
have become less attractive vis-à-vis US interest rates
but they are still higher in the former (figure 11).
The series of crisis moments necessary to force political
leaders in the eurozone to opt for a fiscal union will
result in volatility in EUR/USD and a clear downward
potential in the short term. However, assuming a structural solution to the crisis is forthcoming in the course
of 2012, we ultimately expect the market to focus again
on the US problems, which are possibly even greater.
Against this background, we expect EUR/USD to be at
1.45 again at the end of 2012.
Japan intervening unilaterally
The September announcement from the Swiss National
Bank that it would take action to prevent EUR/CHF from
falling below 1.20 had a notable impact on the
Japanese yen. It significantly increased the latter's
attractiveness as a safe haven currency. EUR/JPY fell in
the course of September, thereby reflecting increased
pressure from within the eurozone. Even though diversification outside of Japan has softened the blow of yen
strength for some Japanese corporations (figure 12),
there is increasing evidence that the strength of the
currency is having a detrimental impact on Japanese
exporters. In September and October, the strength of
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Figure 13: Swiss action alters the playing field
for the yen
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Figure 14: Bank of England explores its limits
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rating, it has proved sufficient for the country to be seen
as a safe haven as far as government bonds are
concerned. This ought to be enough to support the
pound, even if the Bank of England chooses to expand
its quantitative easing program next year.

the yen brought a steady stream of protests from
Japanese politicians and policymakers culminating in
direct and sizeable currency intervention by the end of
October. Strictly speaking, by taking these measures the
Japanese and Swiss authorities are benefiting from
exchange rate manipulation, but we should remember
that external factors pushed up the value of their
currencies (figure 13). Ultimately it will be a relaxation in
tension in the Eurozone and a recovery in risk appetite
that will stimulate flows out of the yen. In the
meantime, the Japanese authorities will ensure that the
threat of intervention continues to hang over the
markets. We expect USD/JPY to remain fairly steady on
a 3-month view and to increase slightly over the longer
term. EUR/JPY may come under further pressure in the
short term as the euro crisis intensifies but, here too, we
expect the euro to rise over a period of 12 months.

Eurozone: debt crisis tempers growth forecasts
In an environment of growing uncertainty, there are
also increasing signs that the European debt crisis will
strongly undermine economic dynamism through a
variety of channels. In the eurozone, the strong start to
2011 could not be sustained during the remainder of
the year, and the economic recovery will, in any case,
lose momentum in early 2012 in both the northern and
southern member states. As in hurdling – to use a
sports analogy – the likelihood remains that someone
will stumble and fall.

Coherent government policy and austerity measures
support the UK pound
Fluctuations in EUR/GBP since mid-2011 have remained
within a small bandwidth, although on balance there
has been a slight fall in the euro versus the pound as a
result of the euro crisis. In the near future there is
obviously the risk of this short-term trend continuing
with the intensification of the eurozone debt crisis.
Viewed in isolation sterling fundamentals are poor. The
currency is facing slow growth, high inflation, extremely
weak public finances and a central bank that has
re-embarked on quantitative easing (figure 14). As
opposed to the eurozone, the UK is benefiting from a
single government and a coherent fiscal austerity plan.
The UK has not made much progress yet in containing
the government’s budget but, along with the triple A

Off to a poor start…
The eurozone’s macroeconomic fundamentals for 2012
will be relatively weak, due mainly to the extremely
limited budgetary and monetary scope available to
bolster growth. European governments have been
tightening their belts since 2010, following radical
government measures during and after the financial
crisis. While the peripheral countries, in particular, have
improved their structural deficits, all eurozone member
states have announced spending cuts for 2012 as
gleaned from the change in their structural deficits
(figure 15). However, it is not only the increase in
government spending that will be limited in the coming
year; ever since the crisis, companies and households in
the eurozone periphery have been taking measures to
reduce their high debt burden. This deleveraging
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process will continue to weigh on domestic demand
growth in the region going forward – see also the
special report titled ‘EMU beyond 2012’ elsewhere in this
publication. Besides, monetary policy is barely able to
boost the economy further, as discussed in the
paragraph on the European Central Bank (ECB) below.
The eurozone’s difficult position is evident from the
slow recovery following the crisis. In the third quarter of
2011, economic activity remained 1.8% lower than the
peak in the first quarter of 2008 (figure 16), and based on
our estimate of ½% GDP growth at year-end 2012 – five
years after the start of the Great Recession – it will
remain 0.9% lower than it was at that time.

Figure 15: Spending cuts in the eurozone
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…the foreign tailwind has settled…
The eurozone’s weak position is clearly visible, as the
contribution of net trade to economic growth declined

2012

Source: IMF, Rabobank

Figure 16: Slow economic recovery  
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Figure 17: Net trade as a growth engine
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in 2011. From mid-2009 onwards, net trade was the
main driver of eurozone recovery (figure 17). However,
world trade came to a standstill in 2011, due mainly to
the fact that several Asian countries were reaching the
limits of growth in production capacity. Disruptions in
supply chains caused by the Japanese earthquake also
slowed down growth in world trade. However, we
expect that foreign markets cool down in the course of
2012 and will be able to continue to grow, albeit at a
slower pace than in the past. The increase in international demand will then boost economic recovery in the
eurozone. The paragraph titled ‘Asia’ below contains an
outlook for the Asian economies. As an added factor,
since the decrease in the euro has been very moderate
despite the crisis, there has been hardly been any boost
for exports to Asia.
...and the countries' own economies are growing
weaker...
As domestic spending is further reduced across the
entire European Union, dependency on international
demand is set to increase in 2012. With the necessary
debt reduction already resulting in slow growth in
expenditure in the southern member states, hopes were
set on the financially solid households and firms in the
northern member states to spend more. In these
countries, the corporate sector managed to support
growth up to the first quarter of 2011 by ramping up
investment. However, the currently declining capacity
utilisation rate in the manufacturing industry (figure 18)
and the uncertainty surrounding the debt crisis are
creating a poor investment climate for the next few
quarters. In the northern member states, consumer
spending has been down since the crisis, and in
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Figure 18: Capacity utilisation rate slows 
down investment
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addition to the impact of spending cuts on consumer
purchasing power, declining European stock markets
are resulting in very limited consumption growth due to
negative wealth effects. Additionally, consumers are
increasingly concerned about the economic outlook of
in the eurozone (figure 19). One of the few bright spots
is the expected reduction in inflation, which will spur
purchasing power in 2012. The elimination of positive
contributions from food and energy prices, combined
with permanently low core inflation, is expected to
result in an average price increase of 1½% in 2012.
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Source: Rabobank, Reuters Ecowin

…the debt crisis is creating additional hurdles
On top of the weak domestic demand dynamics and
the stagnation of world trade that have already been
slowing down growth significantly since the second
quarter of 2011, the European debt crisis started taking

Figure 19: Bleak consumer outlook

Figure 20: Manufacturing industry set to shrink
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its toll on the real economy. In addition to the sharp
decline in consumer and manufacturer confidence
since August, the tension in the European banking
system may result in slower growth in credit lending.
The ECB Bank Lending Survey shows that lenders in the
eurozone have tightened lending conditions in the
fourth quarter of 2011. The additional hurdle thus
created by the debt crisis has also weakened producer
sentiment to such an extent that the manufacturing
industry is likely to shrink in the fourth quarter of 2011
(figure 20). Various leading and coincident indicators
show that the likelihood of a recession – albeit a mild
one – is significant for late 2011/early 2012. If the slower
growth compels governments to implement substantial
additional cuts, a negative spiral may even trigger a
longer period of economic slowdown or outright
shrinkage of GDP. If the eurozone leaders fail to eventually get the crisis under control, the economy, through
the patterns described above, may even end up in a
deep and a prolonged recession.
As we explained in Outlook 2010 and again in Outlook
2011, it would be very useful if policymakers in the
northern member states were to use any fiscal space
available in the budget to boost spending through
moderation of cuts and wage increases. Even if policymakers manage to control the crisis, deleveraging in the
peripheral countries will curtail spending for an
extended period. However, the required policy coordination has failed to get off the ground so far, causing
economic recovery in the eurozone to be delayed more
than necessary.

Source: Rabobank, Reuters Ecowin
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Table 1: Key statistics eurozone
2010

Year-on-year change in %

2011

2012

		
Gross Domestic Product

1.8

1½

½

Private consumption

0.9

½

½

Government expenditures

0.2

¼

-½

Private investment

-0.3

2¼

0

Exports of goods and services

10.8

6½

3½

Imports of goods and services

9.0

5

3½

			
Consumer price index
Unemployment (% labour force)

1.6

2½

1½

10.1

10

10½

ECB: central bank transcending national boundaries
The eruption of the European debt crisis has brought
the ECB the biggest challenges in its existence. The
Bank crossed boundaries in 2011 by purchasing
Spanish and Italian government bonds, but the crisis is
not over yet and a pressing question in 2012 will be
what the limits of the ECB’s future mandate will be.
During the first half of the year, economic recovery in
the eurozone dominated and inflation increased
steadily. The ECB raised interest rates twice, but as early
as the second quarter the recovery began to falter and
the debt crisis increasingly shifted towards the core. In
early August, the ECB began buying Spanish and Italian
government bonds.

Source: Rabobank, Reuters EcoWin

Figure 21: Growing tension in the 
banking industry

Figure 22: ECB in easing mode, again
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The interconnectedness of the financial system, particularly the loans provided by banks operating in the
eurozone periphery, was causing growing tension
between banks (figure 21). As with the smaller peripheral
member states, we noticed an increasing demand from
Italian banks for the ECB’s liquidity facilities.
In October, the ECB announced a number of long-term
liquidity operations, along with a EUR 40 bn increase in
the Covered Bond Purchase Programme. The Bank
eventually reduced the policy rate (figure 22) when
Mario Draghi took over the helm.
What is currently in store, and what are the limits of
the policy?
A bleak economic outlook coupled with a sharp fall in
inflation in the course of 2012 (figure 23) will be sufficient reason for the ECB to keep its policy rate at a level
of 1% throughout 2011. This will temper the downside
risks of the debt crisis for household and business confidence and will allow the economy to recover once this
confidence returns. The ECB will also continue to
support the banking industry with a generous liquidity
policy, ensuring that short-term money-market interest
rates remain below the official policy rate.
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Considering the boundary-crossing nature of the
measures in the past year and the major challenges
ahead, this raises the question of whether there are
actually any limits – or perhaps we should call them
‘hurdles’ – left. Based on the notion of a ‘strict separation between traditional and non-traditional policies’,
we believe that reducing the policy rate to below 1%
represents a strong hurdle, provided we do not end up
in a recession and/or deflationary situation.
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Figure 23: Inflation has peaked
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Figure 24: Room left for further liquidity support
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However, the liquidity support provided to banks has
not yet reached the proportions witnessed in the aftermath of the Lehman collapse (figure 24). This remains a
powerful weapon in protecting and preserving the
stability of the European banking industry. With the
crisis having shifted from the smaller, peripheral
member states to Spain and Italy, the ECB will continue
to use this weapon. Relief will then be provided primarily in the form of longer terms and special liquidity
support from national central banks. A further easing of
collateral requirements is also a possibility, which primarily benefits smaller financial institutions.6 In the most
extreme case of a bank run, the ECB could consider to
ensure that no bank will go bankrupt, an option recently
put forward by George Soros.

ment under normal conditions. Naturally, there is a
massive grey area, but before we end up there, the
debate within and outside the Governing Council is
likely to intensify.
The ECB will exert considerable pressure on the
eurozone member states to not let the situation get to
that stage. However, when push comes to shove and
financial stability is jeopardised because European
leaders are unable or unwilling to force a timely and
comprehensive solution, the ECB will have little choice
but to choose for the ‘nuclear option’ and announce
that it is prepared to purchase a large or even unlimited
amount of peripheral debt.7

Will the ECB choose the ‘nuclear option’ in 2012?
However, the trickiest issue is the bond-buying
programme launched by the ECB in May 2010. Along
with credit risk (see box 5), this programme involves a
long-term inflation risk. The ECB has therefore decided
to fully sterilise its bond purchases by issuing weekly
deposits. This ensures that it will remain within the
limits of its primary mandate, i.e. maintaining price
stability. However, there are some caveats: if the ECB
were to inject too much liquidity into the banking
system, it might – once normal market conditions are
restored – face problems when sterilising large
amounts, as it would have to compete with other
investment options. It is difficult to calculate the exact
limit, although we see an initial hurdle at EUR 300 bn,
since if this amount were exceeded more liquidity
would be pumped into the banking system than is
strictly necessary based on the banks’ liquidity require-
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Box 5: Credit risks related to support buying in the Eurosystem
In May 2010, the Eurosystem began intervening in the

Based on a ‘simulation’ of the portfolio, where we make

secondary markets for government bonds. These purchases

assumptions on the timing and purchase price of the bonds,

involve two risks: first, a long-term increase in liquidity in the

we arrive at a paper loss (based on current market prices) of

financial system may result in higher inflation if it finds its way

roughly EUR 35 bn.

Figure 25: Recent purchases lead to Rome

into the economic system. Consequently, the ECB decided to
absorb the liquidity created by means of deposits (i.e. sterilisa-

If Greece were to restructure 50% of its debt – a scenario that is

tion) on a weekly basis. Second, the purchases involve a credit

by no means inconceivable – the Eurosystem, by our estimate,

risk, as default of payment would also result in losses for the

would have to post actual losses of some EUR 20 bn. This is

Eurosystem. We focus on this latter aspect below.

obviously reasonable in relation to the Eurosystem’s balance
sheet total (EUR 2.3 trn), also when we consider the substantial

At the end of 2010, the ECB decided to value its bond

book profits gained in the gold holdings (we estimate these at

purchases at the purchase price rather than the market value

EUR 79 bn in 2011; see Figure 26). However, compared with the

(as with gold and foreign exchange holdings). This means that

EUR 81.5 bn in capital and reserves of the Eurosystem, it is

losses only occur in the event of actual bankruptcy, and in

certainly substantial, and it is not surprising that the ECB has

accordance with the accounting rules these losses are recog-

stressed the importance of preventing such a scenario in the

nised in the profit and loss account. The ECB Statute is not very

past year.
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clear on these procedures, mainly due to the fact that the
purchases were made mainly by national central banks.

In a dramatic scenario involving a series of defaults on payment

However, our understanding is that losses are apportioned

(spreading to Portugal and Ireland, and possibly even to Spain

across the Eurosystem on a pro rata basis.

and Italy5), the credit losses could significantly reduce the assets

Source: Rabobank, Reuters EcoWin

Figure 26: ECB gains in gold

of the Eurosystem, with the taxpayers ultimately footing the
While the ECB does not disclose the actual breakdown of the

bill. In that sense, the ECB’s bond-buying programme might be

bond purchases, we can make an educated guess based on

regarded as a small-scale version of a fiscal union. As the limits

market movements and anecdotal evidence. The purchases

of the ECB mandate are reached, the debate on these issues is

were made in three waves: in the spring/summer of 2010 the

likely to intensify. Two Germans (Axel Weber and Jürgen Stark)

ECB purchased mainly Greek bonds; in late 2010 and early 2011

have already shown their discontent through their preliminary
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portfolio is currently around EUR 207 bn (figure 25).

scope? Many roads lead to Rome, but the crossroads is fast

We estimate that Greek bonds account for approximately

approaching, and without any clear direction indicated, the

EUR 56 bn, Irish and Portuguese bonds account for EUR 17 bn,

ECB will be forced to simply go straight ahead.
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UK: painful budgetary adjustment
The lackluster recovery of the UK economy in the past
comes as no surprise. Last year we warned in the
Outlook 2011 that the fierce fiscal therapy will hurt the
fragile recovery. Note that the ultra-weak pace of
activity cannot be solely blamed on the financial crisis
(figure 27). Economic recovery has even been weaker
than that experienced during the Great Depression
(figure 28).

Figure 27: Recovery in the context of the 
financial crisis …
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Figure 28: … progresses slower in the UK than
in the ‘30s

So the question is: why did the government embark on
such harsh austerity plan while there were clear
warnings that it will be very painful? They did so to
safeguard their AAA-rating and prevent losing investor
confidence. In addition, the officials hoped that
consumers will somehow step in to fill in the spending
gap left open by the government while they were busy
Figure 29: Weak pound not supportive yet
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repairing their damaged balance sheets. That proved
too much to ask for amid falling real wages, falling
wealth and a sluggish labour market.
The second hope was that strong export growth would
help offset the impact of the austerity measures, just as
it did during the last major fiscal squeeze back in the
mid-1990s. As Chancellor of Exchequer George Osborne
succinctly put it, “what you lose in government spending,
you gain in exports”. Figure 29, however, shows that the
UK’s trade weighted exchange rate (adjusted for inflation) has seen the largest depreciation amongst the
advanced economies since 2008, yet British exporters
hardly benefited.
Third, if all else failed, a second round of quantitative
easing (QE2) was deemed to be the nuclear option for
bolstering growth. Therefore, after months of debate,
the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the Bank of
England came to the conclusion that launching QE2
makes sense amid the strong headwinds. The asset
purchase programme has been extended by GBP 75 bn.
But does this mean we should pop the champagne
corks and call an end to economic stagnation? In a
word, no. Although it is still too early to assess QE2’s
success, we must note that the Rabo Financial Conditions Index (RFCI) has hardly budged even though GBP
15 bn have been purchased to date (see figure 5). This
should come as no surprise given that interest rates and
the exchange rate were already hovering near recordlows. Going forward, it is questionable whether QE2
alone can spur credit creation. UK banks are unlikely to
open the spigots while being required to hold extra
capital in a period of financial stress. The only thing the
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MPC can hope for is that their policy will unleash animal
spirits such that the economy starts moving towards a
virtuous circle of rising sentiment, higher asset prices
and stronger growth. It is highly uncertain whether that
will actually materialize.

Figure 30: No visible effects of QE2 yet
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Table 2: Key statistics United Kingdom
Year-on-year change in %

Figure 31: Unemployment hardly declines
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external demand going forward results in GDP growth
forecast of 1% in 2011 and 2012. The risks to this
meager outlook are still tilted to the downside.
United States: muddling through moderate growth
Compared with the European debt crisis, the situation
in the US would appear to be the picture of stability.
Even in the wake of the recession the US economy
showed consistent growth, evading a ‘double dip’ not
once but twice and ultimately emerging unscathed.
However, all is not what it seems, as the economy has
so far only proved strong enough to avoid a new recession, yet remains far too weak to recover the damage
from the most recent downturn. While US corporations
are in good shape following the draconian cost (job)
cuts during and immediately after the recession, the US
employment rate remains high: 8.6% in November 2011
(figure 31). In addition, homeowners overall have seen
their home equity deflate dramatically since the
housing market boom, with house prices nationwide
currently 32% below their 2006 peak (figure 32).
It will take a while yet for consumers to get their
personal finances in order, making them more cautious
in their spending than before the recession. The result is
moderate economic growth, which will continue into
2012.
Budget policy: from support to burden
Public finances have deteriorated significantly, even
though they were hardly on a sustainable footing prior
to the crisis. Due to ageing and increasing healthcare
costs, Social Security and Medicare will gradually be cut
in the coming years. Moreover, the recession has
pushed up the budget deficit due to shrinking tax
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Source: Reuters EcoWin

revenues and substantial stimulus packages. However,
the two main US political parties fundamentally
disagree on how order should be restored to public
finances. Whereas the Democrats want to both cut
costs and increase taxes, the Republicans are
vehemently opposed to raising taxes. In August 2011,
Congress and the Obama administration agreed on
a fiscal consolidation plan to save a minimum of
USD 2,100 bn over a 10-year period; the contents of the
plan would be determined largely in November and
December 2011. Regardless of these contents, credit
rating agency Standard & Poor’s considered this amount
insufficient and went on to downgrade US treasury
bonds from AAA to AA+. This means there is limited
scope for new stimulus packages. Besides, the two
parties are incapable of compromise until the
November 2012 elections. Thus, fiscal policy can no

Figure 33: Deflation risk temporarily off the radar

Figure 34: US remains a safe haven
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longer be used to boost the economy. On the contrary,
the spending cuts are more likely to stunt the recovery.
That comes on top of negative effects of the expected
recession in the Eurozone, the most important trading
partner of the US. We therefore expect economic
growth in 2012 to be somewhat slower than in 2011.
Fed pulls out all the stops
Given the US government’s limited options, it is primarily the Fed that has been attempting to boost
economic growth, despite reaching the zero lower
bound. After two rounds of quantitative easing, ‘Operation Twist’ was launched in September 2011, involving
an attempt by the Fed to further reduce the long-term
interest rates until mid-2012 and raise short-term
interest rates (i.e. flatten the yield curve). We also believe
that the Fed will make its explicit commitment that the
key policy rate will remain extremely low until at least
mid-2013, dependent on the evolution of unemployment and (core) inflation in early 2012. Based on the
committee’s current projections, the first key interest
rate increase is likely to be implemented only in 2014.
Furthermore, we expect the Fed to initiate a third round
of quantitative easing (QE3) in the course of 2012. While
the urgency to embark on QE3 has temporarily abated
due to the absence of a double-dip recession in the
third quarter of 2011 and the limited deflation risk
(figure 33) – a crucial condition for QE3 for the majority
in the Fed’s policy committee – inflation is likely to fall
sharply in 2012, driven in part by stabilising oil prices.
We are also anticipating another year of – by American
standards – extremely weak growth.

Source: Reuters EcoWin
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Table 3: Key statistics United States
Year-on-year change in %
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Still a safe haven
Despite the loss of its triple A status following Standard
& Poor's downgrade, the US treasury bond market
continues to serve as a safe haven for investors.
However, this safety is relative, since the US, like the
eurozone and Japan, is dealing with serious public
finance issues. Note that the US current account deficit
will constitute an additional risk in the long term, which
does not apply to the eurozone and Japan. Other safe
havens are simply too small to be able to absorb the
huge amount of capital in the global economy. The
higher risk perception, caused by the eurozone crisis
and other factors, has contributed to low US interest
rates (figure 34). For the first half of 2012, in particular,
we are expecting these rates to continue to decline in
the US, due to continuing uncertainty regarding the
eurozone crisis and delay in growth as a result of the
elimination of temporary stimulus measures by the
government. We expect US interest rates to bounce
back in the second half of 2012, assuming that the
eurozone economies will have calmed down by then.
Asia: maintains position
Once again, we expect the Asian region to perform
better in 2012 than the major developed economies.
However, the rate of growth will lag behind the historic
levels that the region was used to in the period before
the global financial crisis and also behind the rate of the
past two years. So it is strictly a story of relative outperformance. Slower global growth, should translate to
easing inflation pressures throughout the year.
China: be content with a lower growth figure
The long-term trends driving China’s growth remain

intact. These include modernisation, urbanisation and
the spread of development from the coastal areas to
inland regions. In the absence of a sharp global
economic downturn like that of 2008, these factors can
be expected to contribute to sustained economic
growth of around 8%.That's low by Chinese standards,
but remains stellar by global standards, be that in developed or emerging market economies.
Rapid growth in global demand would provide a boost
to China’s growth and lift it above this rate. But the
global outlook is subdued at best and will provide
limited opportunities for Chinese exports to continue
their strong expansion at the same pace as they have
been expanding until now. After year-on-year export
growth of around 30% in 2010 and further growth of
around 20% in 2011, we are assuming that export
growth will decrease to around 10% in 2012. China’s
current account will remain in robust surplus but the
prospective surplus is smaller than in recent years. In line
with these developments, we expect a similar decrease
in the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves.
As seen in late 2009 and early 2010, a concerted bout of
government stimulus can be a significant factor in
boosting economic growth even if global demand
conditions are unimpressive. The Chinese government
has two avenues here, with loose monetary and fiscal
policy both showing themselves to pack a punch in the
past few years. We are not expecting any further relaxation of the policy in the short term, as policymakers have
actually taken a more conservative line in the past few
months. There is less growth in bank lending and this
trend is expected to continue, because, as with the
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previous lending boom, the ghost of an increasing
number of bad loans is still present. However, we think
that the cash reserve requirements for the Chinese
banking sector in 2012 will be reduced to aid liquidity
(the People’s Bank of China took a first step in early
December 2011). Nevertheless, given the prospect of
stable economic growth of around 8%, it will not be
accompanied by any significant interest rate cuts.

Figure 35: China’s national budget balance 
has improved
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Figure 36: Dollar trending lower versus 
the renminbi
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On the fiscal policy front, the central government’s
budget balance improved markedly through the second
half of 2011 (figure 35), despite signs of a slowing
economy. The budget moved to an (annual) deficit of
almost CNY1tn in calendar year 2009 and remained large
in 2010 (about 3% of GDP) as the government boosted
the economy. However, policy makers are well aware of
the potential for the housing sector to weaken sharply
after its stellar run-up of recent years and that this could
adversely impact the construction sector and banks.
There is also the potential for some regional governments to run into financial difficulties, as they have
dramatically increased their debts to fund infrastructure
development in recent years. The central government
may not guarantee the entities concerned but it is
working to strengthen its defences, in case systemic risks
emerge. However, with a government debt of around
20% of GDP, the Chinese government has room for
manoeuvre.
Since mid-2010 CNY has appreciated steadily against the
US dollar (figure 36). We expect further appreciation next
year, although at a slower rate than the 5% we saw in
2011. We predict instead appreciation of 3.3%, which
would lead to an exchange rate at the end of the year of
6.10 renminbi to the US dollar.

Japan – Rising again from the rubble
Although rebuilding post-earthquake Japan will take
many years, economic activity has recovered relatively
well from the damage caused by the earthquake and
tsunami in March 2011. Having contracted in the first
half of 2011, positive economic growth returned in the
second half of the year and the momentum associated
with this rebound will directly bolster the economy
through 2012. For the year as a whole, we anticipate
GDP growth of 2%. This may well be a high growth
expectation, as the Japanese economy generally grows
slowly, we would highlight that the expected level of
output from Japan’s economy in the last quarter of 2012
will still be about 3% below the level of the first quarter
of 2008.
Japan’s economy on average has annually grown by less
than 1.0% y-o-y since the early 1990s. Hence the
frequent references to Japan's two ‘lost decades’ of slow
growth, which followed a period of many decades of
strong growth after World War II. The country now has a
declining workforce as many workers are reaching retirement age, so we rate it unlikely that the trend of the past
two decades turns around.
There has been one area of solid growth through the
past two decades and that has been in the government’s direct presence in the economy. The government
has drawn heavily on private savings to fund this and
the government’s gross debt level has risen sharply from
74% of GDP in 1993 to over 210% (Source: OECD) in
2011. This is the highest of any OECD country. As we
clearly see when we look to Europe, there are risks in
accumulating such a large stock of debt as savers may
become unwilling to continue funding it at a reasonable
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interest rate. The Japanese government holds assets to
offset against the debt and, at 130% of GDP, net government debt is considerably lower (figure 37). However, an
important characteristic of the Japanese economy is the
high level of savings. The country’s structural current
account surplus signals Japan has savings left over from
domestic uses for investment abroad. This means that
the Japanese government need not adjust its fiscal
policy immediately – 96% of Japan's government debt is
funded in Japan. But the risk of a ‘buyers strike’ as seen in
Greece for example, will rise over time, particularly as
Japan’s demographic profile continues ageing and
domestic savings fall. Consequently, the government
cannot continue to be optimistic, thinking that low
interest rates are here to stay.

Figure 37: Japan’s net debt has increased sharply
% -GDP
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Table 4: Key statistics Japan
Year-on-year change in %
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We use the term ‘fiscal union’ in this brochure to refer to a union which is much more focused on political
unity, whereby the budgetary policy – including the funding of debts and deficits – is much more centralised.
2)
The term J-curve has been borrowed from the reference literature on trade balances and exchange rate
movements, and reflects the principle that an exchange rate movement's initial impact on trade balance is
the opposite of the long-term impact.
3)
Also known as ‘bail-in debt’. Here, creditors are brought on board under predetermined conditions to take a
share of the risks.
4)
The US dollar index is a synthetic currency basket which is tradable on the futures market and comprises the
euro (58%), yen (14%), sterling (12%), Canadian dollar (9%), Swedish krona (4%) and Swiss franc (3%).
5)
In the latter case one could, of course, strongly question the ‘raison d’être’ of EMU.
6)
The 8 December ECB decision implies a further usage of the available policy space regarding liquidity
provisioning by the Eurosystem.
7)
Starting the printing presses will not necessarily result in greater credit creation and higher inflationary
pressures. For that to happen, banks would need to increase lending or at least inflation expectations must
spiral out of control.
1)
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